Some extensions of the (third-class) Romanovski polynomials (also called Romanovski/pseudo-Jacobi polynomials), which appear in bound-state wavefunctions of rationally-extended Scarf II and Rosen-Morse I potentials, are considered. For the former potentials, the generalized polynomials satisfy a finite orthogonality relation, while for the latter an infinite set of relations among polynomials with degreedependent parameters is obtained. Both types of relations are counterparts of those known for conventional polynomials. In the absence of any direct information on the zeros of the Romanovski polynomials present in denominators, the regularity of the constructed potentials is checked by taking advantage of the disconjugacy properties of second-order differential equations of Schrödinger type. It is also shown that on going from Scarf I to Scarf II or from Rosen-Morse II to Rosen-Morse I potentials, the variety of rational extensions is narrowed down from types I, II, and III to type III only.
I INTRODUCTION
Systems of orthogonal polynomials satisfying a hypergeometric-type equation appear in many problems of applied mathematics and mathematical physics, for instance in quantum mechanics. The better known are the infinite systems of Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi classical orthogonal polynomials [1] . Apart from these, there, however, exist three less known finite systems of orthogonal polynomials, which were discovered in 1884 by Routh [2] as polynomials defined in the complex plane and rediscovered in 1929 by Romanovski [3] as real polynomials. The three finite classes are known as Romanovski/Jacobi, Romanovski/Bessel, and Romanovski/pseudo-Jacobi [4] , although the name Romanovski is most often used only for the last one [5] . In quantum mechanics, they make their appearance in bound-state wavefunctions of several well-known shape-invariant potentials [6, 7] .
The three categories of Romanovski polynomials are directly connected with generalized Pöschl-Teller, Morse, and Scarf II potentials, respectively, and in a more indirect way to several others.
During the last few years, on the other hand, much work has been devoted to the construction of so-called exceptional orthogonal polynomials (EOP), which are new complete and orthogonal non-hypergeometric-type polynomial systems extending the classical families of Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi (see, e.g., Refs. [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] and references quoted therein). In contrast with the latter, the former admit some gaps in the sequence of their degrees, the total number of them being referred to as the codimension. The EOP turn out to be basic ingredients of bound-state wavefunctions for rationally-extended shape-invariant potentials.
Some of the EOP families considered so far are, however, made of only a finite number of polynomials and may not therefore be considered as extensions of the classical families.
A clear classification similar to that of hypergeometric-type polynomials is indeed still lacking. As a first step in this direction, we plan to construct in this paper some extensions of the third-class Romanovski polynomials that appear in rational extensions of Scarf II and Rosen-Morse I potentials.
After presenting the classification of hypergeometric-type orthogonal polynomials in Sec. II, we review the use of Romanovski polynomials in the bound-state problem for Scarf II and Rosen-Morse I potentials in Sec. III. Section IV then deals with the construction of rational extensions of these potentials by using a standard supersymmetric quantum mechanical (SUSYQM) approach [37] . This will lead to corresponding extensions of Romanovski polynomials. Finally, Section V contains the conclusion.
II ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS OF HYPER-GEOMETRIC TYPE
Equations of hypergeometric type are second-order differential equations
where σ(z) and τ (z) are polynomials of at most second and first degree, respectively, and λ is a constant [1] . Each of them can be reduced to the self-adjoint form
by choosing a function ρ(z) satisfying Pearson's differential equation
Since the form of Eq. (2.1) remains invariant under a change of variable z → cz + d, it is sufficient to analyse the cases presented in Table I , where the restrictions on parameters α and β are imposed by the existence of the interval (a, b) [6, 7] .
It is well known [1] that for λ = λ ν , where 
If the degree of F ν (z) is ν, then it satisfies the Rodrigues formula
where B ν is a constant depending on the normalization chosen for F ν (z). It is possible to show [6, 7] that the set of polynomials {F ν (z) | ν <ν}, withν defined bȳ 8) satisfies the following properties: a) {F ν (z) | ν <ν} is a system of orthogonal polynomials with weight function ρ(z) in (a, b).
is a polynomial of degree ν for any ν <ν.
c) The function F ν (z) ρ(z) is square integrable on (a, b) for any ν <ν.
is satisfied for 1 < ν + 1 <ν.
e) The zeros of F ν (z) are simple and lie in the interval (a, b) for any ν <ν.
For the first three cases of Table I , corresponding toν = ∞, we recover well-known properties of the three families of Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi classical orthogonal polynomials. The last three cases of Table I only differ from them by the replacement ofν = ∞ byν = (1 − α)/2 and, consequently, by that of infinite sets by finite ones. They correspond to the three families introduced by Romanovski, whose members may be alternatively expressed in terms of Jacobi polynomials outside of the interval −1 < z < 1 on which they are usually defined, of generalized Bessel polynomials [38] (which can be written in terms of Laguerre polynomials) and of pseudo-Jacobi polynomials (i.e., Jacobi polynomials with complex variable and parameters), respectively (see Refs. [6, 7] for detailed expressions).
In the next Section, we consider in more detail the last ones and some of their occurrences in quantum mechanics.
III ROMANOVSKI POLYNOMIALS IN THE SCARF II AND ROSEN-MORSE I POTEN-TIAL PROBLEMS

A Romanovski polynomials
To conform with the notations used in [5] , let us change α and β in the last row of Table I into 2β and α, respectively. Then we get the so-called Romanovski polynomials R
which are solutions of the differential equation
The corresponding weight function is given by
We choose to normalize the polynomials in such a way that the constant B ν in Rodrigues formula (2.7) is given by B ν = (2 ν ν!) −1 , which means that their highest-degree term is
The orthogonality relation satisfied by the polynomials can be written as
while the normalization integral
converges for any ν < − β.
At this point, it is worth observing that a real orthogonalizing weight distribution has been proposed for the infinite set of Romanovski polynomials, termed twisted Jacobi polynomials, by solving a non-homogeneous version of Eq. (2.3) [39] . Such a weight, however, is neither explicit nor positive-definite.
From both the differential equation (3.1) and the Rodrigues formula (2.7), it is easy to see that the Romanovski polynomials can be expressed as Jacobi polynomials with complex variable and parameters in the form
where
It follows that the coefficients α ν , β ν , γ ν in the three-term recursion relation (2.9) are given by α ν = 2(ν + 1)(ν + 2β − 1) (2ν + 2β)(2ν + 2β − 1) ,
,
.
It is also worth mentioning the property
directly obtainable from the Rodrigues formula (2.7), as well as its variant
resulting from the combination of Eqs. (2.9) and (3.8).
B Scarf II potential problem
Let us now turn ourselves to the Schrödinger equation for the Scarf II potential [37] ,
It is known to lead to a finite number of bound states, whose energy and wavefunction are
given by
and
respectively.
In terms of the variable z = sinh x (−∞ < z < ∞), the Schrödinger equation (3.10) and the wavefunctions (3.13) can be rewritten as
From this, it follows that For future use, it is worth observing that the Scarf II Schrödinger equation can be obtained by formally complexifying that of the Scarf I potential
which is characterized by an infinite number of bound states of energỹ 18) and wavefunctioñ
In terms of the variable w = sin x (−1 < w < 1), the Scarf I Schrödinger equation can indeed be written as
and the substitutions
transform it into Eq. (3.14). In such a transition,Ẽ
and ψ (A,B) ν (x), respectively. Note, however, that the range of the variables, the parameters, and the quantum numbers is completely modified.
C Rosen-Morse I potential problem
Instead of (3.11), let us consider the Rosen-Morse I potential [37] 22) in Eq. (3.10). This potential has an infinite number of bound states, characterized by the 23) and the wavefunctions
In terms of the variable z = cot x (−∞ < z < ∞), the Schrödinger equation (3.10) with potential (3.22) can be rewritten as
and the wavefunctions (3.24) become
Here we note an important difference with respect to the wavefunctions (3.15) of the previous potential: the parameters of the Romanowski polynomials now not only depend on the potential parameters A, B, but also on the polynomial degree ν. For different ν values, such polynomials do not therefore belong to the same (finite) family. As a consequence, the orthonormality relation for the infinite set of bound-state wavefunctions provides an infinite set of relations among Romanovski polynomials with parameters attached to the degree [5] ,
Here it is worth noting a useful relation between Eq. (3.25) and the Schrödinger equation
for the Rosen-Morse II potential
In terms of the variable w = tanh x (−1 < w < 1), the latter may indeed be written as
On applying the formal transformation
to the latter, we get Eq. (3.25). In such a process, the bound-state energies and wavefunctions (3.23) and (3.24) result from those of the Rosen-Morse II potential, given in Sec. 2.1 of Ref. [20] , up to the range of all involved quantities.
IV RATIONALLY-EXTENDED SCARF II AND ROSEN-MORSE I POTENTIALS AND CORRE-SPONDING ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS A Construction method
In this Section, we plan to construct rational extensions of the potentials (3.11) and (3.22) and to determine the counterparts of the Romanovski polynomials appearing in the boundstate wavefunctions (3.13) and (3.24).
For such a purpose, we make use of a first-order SUSYQM approach [37] , wherein a pair of SUSY partner Hamiltonians
is built with
Here V (+) (x) is a conventional potential with some translated parameter A ′ , while
contains an additional rational part V A,B,rat (x). The construction uses a superpotential W (x) = − log φ(x) ′ , obtained from some nodeless seed solution φ(x) of the initial Schrödinger equation
with energy E (called factorization energy) below the ground-state energy of V (+) (x). From W (x), we obtain the partner potentials in the form
while the partner Hamiltonians can be factorized as 5) and intertwine withÂ andÂ
whether the inverse φ −1 (x) of the factorization function is normalizable or not, the partner Hamiltonian H (−) has an extra bound state of energy E below the ground state of H (+) or it has the same spectrum as H (+) .
To get a rationally-extended partner potential such as V (−) (x) in (4.2), we have to start from a factorization function of polynomial type. Since the polynomial-type solutionsφ(x) of the Scarf I and Rosen-Morse II Schrödinger equations are well known, we will use the formal transformations (3.21) and (3.30) to obtain those for the Scarf II and Rosen-Morse I equations, respectively. It will then remain to impose that the corresponding E is smaller than the ground-state energy of V (+) (x), which in general implies some restrictions on the parameters, and to check that the resulting φ(x) is nodeless on the defining interval of x. To solve the last problem, the easiest way consists in making use of the disconjugacy properties of the Schrödinger equation for eigenvalues below the ground state [40, 41, 42] .
As a consequence of such properties, the nodeless character of the polynomial present in the denominator of V (−) (x) can be inferred from the equality of the signs it takes at both ends of the defining interval [29, 31] . 
B Rational extensions of the Scarf II potential and corresponding orthogonal polynomials
,iB−A− 
The first two of these solutions being associated with a complex energy have to be rejected. Note, however, that they may be of interest for dealing with rational extensions of the PT -symmetric Scarf II potential, obtained by replacing B by iB [15, 43] . Considering then the remaining two solutions, we obtain E 3 < E (A) 0 = −A 2 for all allowed parameters,
On taking Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) into account, φ 3 (x) and φ 4 (x) can be rewritten in terms of Romanovski polynomials as
(4.9)
At both ends of the interval x ∈ (−∞, ∞) or z ∈ (−∞, ∞), they behave as follows:
where ± = (−1) m . We conclude that both are acceptable as factorization functions for building rational extensions of the Scarf II potential provided m is restricted to even values.
Both are also such that their inverse is normalizable so that the resulting rational extensions will have an extra bound state below the Scarf II spectrum and will therefore be of type III [16] . 
where a dot denotes a derivative with respect to z.
The bound-state spectra of the two partners are given by The corresponding bound-state wavefunctions can be written as 14) and 
On applying Eq. (3.9) both for R 
The finite set of polynomials y Their (finite) orthogonality relation
directly results from the orthogonality of bound-state wavefunctions ψ ν+m+1 (z) satisfy the second-order differential equation C Rational extensions of the Rosen-Morse I potential and corresponding orthogonal polynomials
In Ref. [20] , it has been shown that the Rosen-Morse II potential has two independent polynomial-type solutions, given in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), leading to rational extensions of type I, II, or III. On performing substitutions (3.30), we can transform them into the following two polynomial-type solutions of the Rosen-Morse I Schrödinger equation (3.25),
with corresponding energies
The first of these energies cannot satisfy the condition
A 2 for any choice of parameters, while for the second one the condition E 2 < E (A,B) 0
From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), it follows that φ 2 (x) can be rewritten in terms of a Romanovski polynomial as
At both ends of the interval x ∈ (0, π) or z ∈ (−∞, ∞), it behaves as 
The corresponding spectra are made of an infinite number of bound states, whose energies are given by
and 27) respectively.
From (3.24) and (3.26) , the wavefunctions of V (+) (x) can be expressed as
Furthermore, those of V (−) (x) are of the form
where y (A,B) n (z) is an nth-degree polynomial in z.
For the ground-state wavefunction, 30) while for the excited states, ψ
ν (x), ν = 0, 1, 2, . . . , wherê
On using Eqs. For the first-excited state, in particular, we get y
The orthogonality of the bound-state wavefunctions ψ As final points, it is worth observing that these type III extensions can alternatively be derived [25, 26] in higher-order SUSYQM by using the Krein-Adler's modification [45, 46] of Crum's theorem [47] and that Romanovski polynomials have also been recently discussed [48] On the other hand, the fourth energyẼ 4 is always above the ground state and is actually connected with the bound-state energies (3.18).
Considering next the behaviour of the first three functions of (A.1) at both ends of the
or w ∈ (−1, 1) for the parameters given in (A.3), we obtaiñ 4) where ± = (−1) m . As a consequence,φ 1 (x) andφ 2 (x) qualify as factorization functions for building rational extensions of the Scarf I potential without any further restriction on the parameters, whereas forφ 3 (x) we have to impose that m is even.
The three remaining polynomial-type solutionsφ 1 (x),φ 2 (x), andφ 3 (x) lead to rational extensions of type I, II, and III, respectively [16] , the first two being isospectral to some conventional Scarf I potential and the third one having an extra bound state.
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